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Itipecial to the Ledger & Times)
NEW YORK, Nov. 9 - How much
is an education worth, financially.
to tht average young man in Mur. ray
Does it pay, in the long run, to
get more schooling. or is it better
• to drop .a.it and start working a
few years earlier?
Ansaers to these questions are
contained in studies and reports
made by the Department of Labor
and by other agencies, federal and
private They show that each added
year in school results in more Income for the av erage person
throughout his working Career
ALso, they find, the chances of
getting a job and of holding it are
• much brighter for the high school
graduate than for the drop-out
The subject is of particular interest at this time because of American Education W e e k. November
10th to lath
In Murray. based on the amount
of schooling the average young man
- - - -

.5 now receiving and based upon
;resent income leveis locally, he Can
-xpect to earn approximately $244.530 during his working years. the
:igures show.
This is considerably better than
his prospects would have been 15
L'o* 20 years ago, thanks to the rising
Iticational level locally an d to
higher wage scales
The amount compares favorably,
also, with lifetime earnings in the
rest of the East South Central
States. $172.000, and with the $183 000 in the State of Kentucky
At one time, reports the Department of Labor, older workers with
little education earned more money
than younger ones with more education

10 Inches Of
Snow; Winter
rls Southhnul

•

't

Blustery nortlrest,_ winds drove
up to 10 inches of snow across parts
'et' Ohio today and brought a touch
of winter to the Southland Schools
were closed in some Ohio communities
Heavy snow warnings were posted
for throughout the day in Ohio.
Pennsylvania and western New
York. The Weather Bureau issued
freeze warnings for tonight as far
south as Mississippi and Alabama.
Hambden, Ohio, reported 10 inches of snow today and Kirtland,
kfl Ohio. reported 5 inches. Snowfall
along the southern edge of Lake Erie
averaged about 3 inches.
The mercury fell to 30 degrees at
Raleigh. Richmond. and Asheville.
Temperatures hovered just above
freezing at Louisville. Memphis.
Birmingham and Shreveport
Many sections of the North got
their first snow of the season Tuesday. but it was mostly flurries. A
Ironwood,
narrow area around
V Mich., however, was blanketed with
nearly a foot of snow Houghton,
Maine. had 5 inches
Rain also fell during the night,
with Erie, pa., reporting .23 inch.
Marquette, Mich., getting .31 inch
and about .10 inch falling at South
Bend. Ind.. and Buffalo. N. Y.
Nearly an inch of rain fell at
Newport, Ore., and up to a nalf
inch was reported along the Wash,. ington and Oregon coast.
Meanwhile, conservation officials
in Oklahoma suspended the deer
hunting season in seven southeastern counties because of the danger
of forest fire. Woodlands in the area
were tinder dry because of the extended drought.
_
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LI4 OUR 84th YEAR

But now, it finds, the four years
needed to get a high school diploma
add as much to income as do 20
years of experience without a high
school education
The 00111InerCE Clearing House
estimates that failure to complete
high school costs the average man
$46,360 during his working career,
The high school graduate in the
United States, it reports. averages
$5567 a year as against $4,618 for
the drop-out.
Among residents of Murray, the
educational level wes shown by the
last census to be relatively high and
to be mosing higher.
The average person loos/1y hem
been getting Ill yeses of schooling,
considerably' more than
Much
was acquired 20 years ago
It oornpares with 10.6 years in the
United States and 8.8 years in the
autan Central States.
-

-
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Back From Tourney
Held In Ashland

--- -Mrs Robert H. Etherton haa
turned home after attending the
fcurth annual state Women's Bowl.ng Tournament in Ashland last
wttkend.
The Murray lady motored to Ow.i.r.sboro and went with the other
members of her team to Ashland
where they placed sixth out of seventy teams for 'the first half of the
meet. heir final standing will not
lie ascertained until the last half
of the tournament this coming
weekend.
The state meeting is for all wornea of the Women's International
.:owling Congress. Mrs. Etherton
.ias aaended all four state tournaments. The lard three were held
at Loitiaitille. Paducah, *and Lexington_ The 1964 tournament will be
:tageti at Bowling Green.
Mrs. Etherton bowls regularly
with the Martin Oilettes on Tuesday
night and she and her husband
bawl Thursday night in the Mixed
roubles League They reside on
North 19th Street in the winter
and stay at theft Kentucky Like
home during the summer.
-

_

FIREMEN CALLS°
Murray Fire Department was
caPed to 1615 Miller Avenue yesterday at 5:06 pm. where an oil stove
ass reported to be on fire in a house
trailer there. The fire was out on
arrival of the firemen

Welty

franchises as inspection stations,
Bassett said. These garages would
have to post bond and there would
be no limit to the number of garages
that might participate.
Bassett said that .any vehicle
which failed to pass the safety inspection would be free to have the
repairs made wherever he liked-not necessarily at the garage where
the defects were detected.
The deputy commissioner said the
department was aware that there
night be a few garages which would
violate the standards set for 'them.
but he added that the threat of
bond forfeiture would hold down the
number, and the public safety officials would make periodic inspecGems.
State Police To Investigate
Every reasonable complaint by a
motorist about particular inspection'
garages would be investigated by
state police, he said.
Under the bill, Bassett said about
12 persons would be needed tc administer the inspections from a
central office.
The deputy commissioner said
failure bs a motorist to correct defects within five days could result
in fines of from $10 to $100, and
the motorist also could be •prohibited.from using his vehicle.
The same legislators who turned
dotal a similar bill in the regular
legislative session in 1962 will be
asked to act on the motor vehicle
Inspection proposal next week. The
Inspection measure passed the Senate in 1962. but was killed in the
House.
-

The special program on -Nutrition" was presented by Mrs. James
Harmon, county' nutritionist, at the
meeting of the Carter School Parent-Teacher Association held on
Thursday afternoon.
-The Three G's of Good Nutrition" was the theme of Mrs. Harmon's discussion in which she used
the flannel board for illustration.
Mrs Barletta Wrather, county home
demonstration agent, made a brief
talk preceding the program.
Mrs. Guy Battle. chairman, presided and named a cafeteria committee for Carter. She announced
the magazine sale, which is the annual money making project for the
PTA.
The attendance banner was won
by Mrs_ Helen Bennett's second
grade room
Hostesses were Mesdames .Jahn
Resta. chairman. Eli Alexander, Edgar Futrell, John Clendenon, 0. B.
Boone. Jr . and Don Keller,
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Billy Smith Is
Named To Youth
Committee,AFB

William H. Bills 1 Smith, 27. Nociation grew from 23.000 to 72,000
of Murray Rt. 2, has been appoint- farm families.
The Campbell County Perm Bued to the American Farm Bureau
Federation Young People's Com- reau was recognized as the organimittee. it was, announced at Louis- zation having the best rounded pro\ ille yesterday by Charles L. Shu- gram in the state, and along with
man, president of the American Hart and Trigg counties was honored for having superior young peoFarm Bureau Federation.
Smith will represent 13 Southern ple's programs
states on this committee and will
Excellent ratings were awarded to
young people's training Calloway and Daviess counties for
attend
confes lice for leaders in Alcina, their youth programs. Calloway
Calif., Fea, 16-20.
County also received the "A" award
He was made eligilbe for this ap- for increased membership and a
pointrient • lien he was,, appointed progressive program.
durine the leantucky Farm Bureau
A distinguished service award
convention at Louisville to a posi- went to Robert D. Green, of Hention of chairman of Kentucky Farm derson County.
----- People's Committee,
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Ward of
- The Bureau Young
LEXINGTON. Ky.
succeeding Hilery Deweese of Clint- Route 1. Upton. won an all-expense
Kentucky Baptist Conthree-day
Six women from Calloway Coon. W. ho had served for the last three paid trip to the national Farm Buvention opened today on a theme
unty attended the district training
reau convention in Chicago next
years.
with
Light,'
and
Liberty
"For
of
montl Tne award was made to the
County Leader
meeting for publicity chairmen of
Hopof
Sr..
Maddox
H.
J.
Rev.
the
the Homemakers Club held at the
. -iith is a past president of the LaRue'016unty association for havdelivering the annual serkinsville.
Benton Recreational Center on
Calloway County Farm Bureau, past ing the most members at Farm Bumon at the opening session.
of Calloway County's reau Day at the state fair last SepTuesday.
Henderson, presi- chairman
Judy.
Keevil
E
Joe B. Williams, Extension Seryoung people's committee, a com- tember and the county group picked
convention. opened the
the
of
dent
vice for Communications, University
imam V leader. 4-H Club leader and the Wards to make the trip. a '
convention and was scheduled to
of Kentucky. was the speaker. He
past district leadei in the Future
at1
address
president's
Use
deliver
showed materials for making exFarmers of America in Western
ession.
,
afternoon's
this
hibits and ways of making them
!Kentucky.
Up to 10.000 smesssnaers" repremore attractive, neat, and to the
He is a graduate of Kirksey High
in
church
Kentucky
2.300
senting
point A dairy month exhibit was
I Whool. He attended Murray State
,
expectwere
associations
Baptist
83
on display for the leaders to judge.
College. Smith farms a 140-acre
ed to attend the various sessioras farm in Calloway County and is also
Those from Calloway attending
Baptist
Kentucky
126th
this
of
were Mrs Barletta Wrather, Mrs.
associated with Hutson Chemical
Convention.
Charlie Crawford. North Murray.
; Company in Murray.
matprocedural
the
from
Aside
Mrs. Kenton Broach, Coldwater.
Smith is married and has two
'A he funeral for R. C. Hill of Jacics ters, a hishlight of the convention children.
Mrs. Graham Feltner, Penny. MY&
at
rally
youth
beat
to
exnec'ed
killed
was
instaa!aY I
Goldi,:tad and Mrs. 0. B. Geurin.i son, Mich., who was
The Kentucky Farm Bureau Fedin an automobile accident Saturday karorial Coliseum Friday evening. cration annual meeting wasaschedPottertown.
2.000
of
youth
choir
a
2
at
turing
About I* ladies attended from win be held Thursday
uled to eod today. art% the election • V slatistirs eneinut of aborgesevoices and the. appgara_ncs of arch
Calloway. Lftingston, Mar shall. Me- with Rev. P. F. Huffman off
of officers and adoption of resolu- en persons will have cancer are srAxum.
Donna
as
Funeral
celebrities
Cracker'. Fulton, and Graves Coun- at the J. H. Churchill
tions.
curate. then 80 Calloway County
America." for 1964, and New York
ties Carlisle. Hickman. and Ballard Hcane.
During an wain. CiN piagrarn Tues- women will have saved their own
Bobby
baseman
second
is
and
Yankee.
one day old counties of the, Purchase district
Newton J
Hill was 46 .years of age
day night Lewis F Allen of Bowl- lives from cancer by having the
Infant son of Mr land Mrs. Newton were not represented
survived by two aunts, Mrs. Betty Richardson.
ing Green was hcnorsel for his ser- "Pap" smear test made in the cancer
Oov. Bert Combs also will address
J. Milani. 1701 Calloway Avenue,
Farris Cosby of Mayfield and Mrs.
vice as president of the Kentucky detection program being conductsession.
closing
the
died at the Murray Hospital 'TuesOda McDaniel of Murray.
Fium Bureau Federation from 1945 ed in the Calloway County Health
Tuesday
session
advance
Orvilan
At
day.
Pallbearers will be Harlan,
Center Sponsored by the Cancer
recommended to 1952.
The baby is survived by his parle. Ammon. and Robert Owen. Ver- the Executive Board
During his tenure Use state as- Committee of the Delta Departfor construc$758.464
of
girls
expenditure
ents. his maternal grandparents.
non and Cletus Stamixa Flower
ment of the Woman's Club. 560 woand other
Mr. and Mrs. Eznnett Bruce of
will be Mrs. F. F. Huffman, Mrs. tion of a winterized lodge
men have been examined in the
Mrs. Mary Dowdy, and improvements at Camp Cedarmore.
Orr,
Vadin. Miss.; one sister. Sherry Lynn
Bertha
clinics.
FRANKFORT, Ky. Mat - One
The board also revised the chartHolder.
hfilam; one brother. Robert Warn.
Laura
Mrs.
Cooperating with the Deltas are
forest fire season has passed in
College at
Clipping
Graveside services will be held at
Burial will be in the Outland er of Kentucky Southern
the Health Department. Drs. CharKentucky, but another may develop
instrutt000t
Friends may call at the Louisville, making it an
the Shilo Cemetery in Vadin, Miss.,
Cemetery.
les Tuttle and Conrad Jones, and
in the near future.
'ether
Funera. Home after of the Kentucky Convention
Thursday at 3 p. m.
several nurses.
State Fire Control Chief H. W. J. H. Churchill
than of the Long Ran Association.
The remains will be at the J. H.
tonight.
p.m.
e
The first tests were made TuesBerckman warned of this prospect
Dr Gene Hendon, son of Mr. and
The convention's hospital comChurchill Funeral Home until 8 Tuesday unless the state gets a good
Murray. re- day evening of last week when 90
mission reported that $3.5 million Mrs. Carnie Hendon of
p. m. tonight when they will be rain soon
a clipping from the women were tested Last Thursday
is needed for renovation of Baptist cently sent
taken to Vadin, Miss
gives night. 200 were registered, and the
Herdsman reported 55 fires burnhospital at Louisville, Lexington and newspaper in Formosa which
ing 1.328 acres of woodlands in 25
some idea as to customs ir. that 270 last night brought the total to
Paducah.
Dr. Hendon is 560.
counties Tuesday. He said high winds
The three hospitals will be per- part of the world
FRANKFORT. Ky. ill - DemoMrs Molly Jones. R N.. Mrs.
Taipei. Formosa and
had fanned the fires.
mitted to arrange loans totaling $3 stationed at
tosaid
Headquarters
State
cratic
major
with the Air Force. Ai!ene Oliver. R. N.. Mrs. Bea HughEastern Kentucky has the
doctor
a
is
purposes.
construction
for
re- million
share of the fires. 37 on 996 acres day its tally ta reports of the
This same newspaper carried a es. R. N.. Mrs. Sadie Shoemaker.
The Episcopal Churchman of in 16 counties east of Louiaville.
canvass of returns in the gubernastory on the big snake episode which L. P. N. Mrs. Susie Allbritten, Mrs.
Western Kentucky and the CanterDorris Clark, Mrs. Benjamin ThurWest of Louisville. there were 18 tora- 1 eltstion showed a net gain of
occurred near Hazel.
tiov.-elect Edward T.
bury Club invite the public and fires burning 332 'ilefres in nine two '.otes
The article sera by Dr Hendon is man. R. N., Mrs. Clete Burkeen,
counties recollege students to hear Rev. Curtis counties.
Breathitt .n toe
R. N.. Mrs. Dee Imes, R. N., Mrs.
as follows:
Fletcher, Jr., Rector of St. Mary's
He listed the causes as: 15 of ported.
Taipei police yesterday urged dog Darya] Hendon, R. N.. assisted Dochowevir, did not inEpiscopal Church in Madisonville. incendiary origin I started by smoklovers here to heighten their vigil- tors Jones and Tuttle
Ky. He will speak on "The Indi- ers. 12 by campers. 18 by debris or
net asin ot 66 votes for
Aldt
Delta Club members who aided in
ance against dog thieves as the
Responsib:lity To The brush burning and 3 miscellaneous
Lou., Li. Nunn in seven
vidual's
registration were Mesdames Ralph
weather is becoming cooler.
•
Church".
Louisville city wards checked so far.
causes
Many dogs have been stolen dur- McCuiston, George E. Overtry,
Father Fletcher will be at St. .
Five wards and three districts in
ing the last few weeks. police said Wells Purdorn, George Hart, W J
John's Episcopal Church. 1620 West
Jefferson County have not yet been
All of them were feared to have Gibson, Misses Ruth and Frances
Main Street at 7:30 p. m. Thursday
checked.
been slaughtered and their meat Sexton. Mrs. Lucille Barron was
November 14, 1963.
The Democratic headquarters
main registrar.
sold at a dozen dog meat shops.
The Murray Lions Club held its • Dog meat ii considered by the
We will be looking forward to
Thursday 1ifforft---.5-:00` ter 9:30here is the only place in the state
meeting at the Murray WoYour presence, a spokesman for the
a delicacy. They will be the last -night of the fouras
The Parents Club of New- Concord where a running count of the re- regular
people
Chinese
last night. Lion Leslie
church said.
School will meet Thursday. Novem- canvass, which was asked by Nunn club House
also believe that it will help them night program. The cancer commithad as his guest Carl Rogtee composed of Mrs. W. J. Gibson,
ber 14. at 7 p.m. for the regular and eight other defeated GOP can- Putnam
keep warm in winter.
Murers of the Fine Arts Dept of
didates, is being kept.
monthly meeting.
A police spokesman said the sev- chairman, Mrs. Graves Sledd, Mrs.
ray State College.
A potluck dinner will be served
erest possible punishment will be Wells Purdom, Mrs Myrtle Wall,
Lion Connie Ford introduced Lu- meted out to those dog thieves. He and Mrs. Graves Sledd. urge all woTOBACCO
before the busioesse meeting in the
-Robertson _ as guest. _of the
see- ef-this-feee- •
men-tertkstcdoortrMhieefd
lunchroom. Each Parents Club' WASMNGTON rpo-- - The tr. S-. therLight Bulb Sale Committee. Lion
test.
ay. eCr arrt.s"r-rffPUrt
uesd
tritr
T
member is asked to bring enough. Department of Agriculture Tuesday
Light
the
report 9f
964 burley tobacco Ford gave t.he
.
The police official identified him
Funeral. services for Little Miss food for his family. Silver, China, estimate:1.0e .1
-arid-extended the. thanks
All crop at 688 sreillion pounds. and 'Bulb Sale
ag Runir-OhntightrE 30. Of Taipei.
Leslie Elkins. four year oldidaught- and drinks will be
to Mr. Robertson.
Club
Lions
the
of
2.at
production
"Hung was caught in the act of
er of Mr. and Mrs Joe Pat Elkins members and their families are in- over-all tobacco
of the Murray Wholesale
manager
288,119.00; pounds
stealing a German shepherd dog
of Evansville. Ind were held this sited to attend.
Grocery, for supplying the light
in downtown Taipei,- the police ofmorning at ten o'clock at the J. H.
bulbs at cost to the local club.
ficial added.
Churchill Funeral Horne.
The program was introduced by
Hung's tools for catching dogs
Mrs Roy Lassiter will have to
The little girl died at an' EvansLion Bernice Wilford, chairman of
were seized, the police spokesman undergo more heart surgery. her
morning.
Committee.
ville hospital Sunday
the Sight Conservation
said.
husband reported today. The exact
Grandparents are Mr. and Malt.
A movie 'The Boy With a Blinddate for the surgery has not been
W. C. Elkins of Hazel and Mr. and
fold" was shown which deals with
set as yet. but the doctor indicatMrs J. F. Taylor of Mayfield. Mrs.
a case history of a blind boy who
ed that he would like to have as
Elmer Davenport of Hazel is a great
receives a corneal transplant.
River
much time as. possible since this
grandmother, Miss Zannie Lee ElkMembers were urged to donte
By WILLIAM R. BARRETT
would enhance her chance of reins of Evansville is a sister
their eyes at the time of death to
covert.
Pallbearers were Lon Lankin,
the Lions Eye Bank. There are 41
United Press International
allrs. Laisaitee. underwent open
John Marshall, James Rayburn,
LEXINGT'ON, Ky. reas - Gov. pledged this year to the Eye Bank.
heart surgery recently to correct
Keith Hill, Tom Scruggs. and Bob
Bert T. Combs summarized TuesThe Blood River Baptist sassociafaulty development of the heart.
Moth.
day's briefing by federal officials of
tional Youth Rally will be held at
but apparently some phase of the
Burial was in the Green Plains
plans for development of eastern
the First Baptist Church in Muroperaticn was not successful and
cemetery with the J H. Churchill
Kentucky's depressed counties in
ray Saturday, November 16. at 7
surgeons will have to repeat the
Dr Charles W Waldrop. Jr., 're- simple terms: 'There now is hope."
Funeral Home in charge of the arp. m.
operation.
ceived the Distinguished Citizen
rangements.
But he cautioned there could be
A. A. Doherty. manager of CorHet many friends wish the best
award in Lancaster. Texas. for out- no overnight solution to what he
"Christian Vocations- will be the
standing service and accomplish- termed the aggravated ills of a vette Lanes, Murray. has returned theme of the program Dr. P. Harris for her in the coming weeks.
SING L'46
home after attending an AM? na Anderson, president of Bethel Colments. He is the son of Mr. and lifetime."
in Louisville last lege, Hopkinsville. will be featured
Mrs. C Wesley Waldrop, Sr., Miller
This summed up Tuesday's meet- Lionel workshop
KIWANIS MEET
The workshop was held at along with special music ad testiAvenue, Murray.
ing with Undersecretary of Com- week.
Hotel
Suburban
Brown
the
Dr. and Mrs. Waldrop and son, merce Franklin D. Roosevelt
A Community Singing will be held
layman.
an
Jr.
of
outstanding
mony
,
The Murray Kiwaru.s Club will
Also attending the national meetat Liberty Cumberland Presbyter- Charles W. III. spent the past week- and others on the preliminary reFollowing the program the will meet tonight at 6:30 at the Southian Church Sunday, November 17, end with his parents and attending port by the President's Appalachian ing with Mr. Doherty was Pau?
Dodson, manager of Gateway Lanes. be a fellowship in the basement of side Restaurant. Only activity planstarting at 1:30 p. m. The public is the honiecoming events at Murray
ned is the making of reports.
Benton,
the church.
(Continued on Page 51
Invited to attend.
State College.

Training Meeting Is
Attended By Six

Kentucky Baptist
Convention Opens

270 Women
Get Cancer
Test Tuesday

Funeral Of R. C.
Hill Is Thursday

Jay Old 139y
Dies Tuesday

New Fire Season
Is Developing

Dr. Gene Hendon
Home
Sends

Recanvass Shows
Little Change

Public Invited To
Hear Rev. Fletcher

Parents Club To
Meet At Concord

._,ions Hold
egular Mee
Last Night
•

Final Rites For
_ Today
_ Old
Four Year

Youth
Blood
Rally To Be Held

Doherty Back After
AMF Workshop

Kentucky Lake: 7 a. m. 354.2,
below dam 302 3. Barkley Dam 30.27.
Ainset 448; Sunrise 6:35.
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FRANKFORT. Ky. Cri) - A proposed bill for annual motor vehicle
Inspection in Kentucky has been
drafted by the state Department
a Public Safety for presentation
to the General Assembly which
meets in special session Monday.
Deputy Public Safety Commissioner James Bassett said the bill
would be one the department has
been working on for eight years.
If enacted, Kentucky motorists
would have to submit their vehicles
for insoection once a year Brakes,
steering.
tail-lights,
headlights,
tires, exhaust systems, windows and
windshields, windshield wipers, and
horn would be checked. The cost to
the individual motorist would be
$1.50.
Garages To Inspect
Garages throughout the state
which meet -rigid requirements"
set by the state, would be granted

Program Is Given
By Mrs. Harmon

Charles Waldrop Is
Honored By City
For His Services

--- 31
36

Snow flurries this morning

tI

Mrs. Goldia Curd of Murray and
Mrs. Cleo Gillis Hester of Lexington, formerly of Murray., returned
home last week after a seven weeks'
tour of Europe.
The return trip by the women was
made on the SF United States which
docked at New York harbor November 5 after sailing from LeHarve, Prance October 31. the women toured Radio City Music Hall
and other points of interest before
returning home.
Mrs. Curd's trip started when she
left by plane from Nashville to New
York where she met Mrs. Hester
at the airport.
They sailed September 18 on the
ship, Queen Mary. arriving at
Southhampton in England where
they toured for five days. Their
itinerary included the crossing of
the North Sea to Holland, Germany,
Switzerland, Italy for thirteen days,
Monaco, Nice and Paris France.
The women were on the bus
driving over the mountains from
Switzerland to Italy when the Vojont dam collapsed killing hundreds
of people in the Alpine Valley of
Italy. This was about 350 miles
from where the tour was, but the
entire country was in mourning for
three days with the black flags
waving and all places of entertainment being closed.
Mrs. Curd said the crossing of
the Gotthard Pass in Switzerland
was the most frightening experience
of her trip. They were about 6.200
feet up and above the snow line.
The curves were so sharp that the
bus had to stop and back up several times In order to make the
turns. Mrs Curd said the Riviera
was the most beautiful and Paris,
?tenet Inc most fascinating.

Proposed Bill For Annual
Auto Inspection Is Drafted

Solution Of Ills Of Eastern
Kentucky May Be On The Way

United "gamy tertorrysttootal

KENTUCKY - Windy and little
colder with considerable cloudiness
in north and partly cloudy in south
Wednesday. Chance of few sprinkles
or snow flurries in north. High in
40s Clearing and little colder Wednesday night. Low in 20s. Partly
cloudy and continued cold Thursday.

Murray Women Back
From Tour; Saw
Much Of The World

MURRAY POPULATION 10, 100

Mrs-. Roy Lassiter To
Have Surgery Again

Weather
Report
Low Yesterday
7:15 Today

Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, November 13, 1963

Murray-Calloway
County
United Fund
1963 Goal

$22.000.00

Collected

310,859.85

Pan
THE LEDGER

mits‘ TWO

fl

THE LEDGER & TIMES
PUBLISHED by LEDGER la TIMES PUBLISHING QOMPANY, Inc-.
Consolidation of the Murray Ledger, The Caloway Tuna, and The
and the West Kentuckian, January
Tuaisa-Hersild, October 2.
1, l42.
JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Miter,
or Public Voice items winch, In our oreruon, are not fur the be interest of our readers.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO., 150k
Madison Aire., Memphis, Tenn.; Time & Lite Bldg., New York, N.Y.
Stephenson Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
Enteoed at the Peet Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission se
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SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 20r,Z
month 85e In Calloway and adjoitung counties, per year, 14.80:
where, $800.
"Tbe Outstanding Civic Asset of a Gansuounity is tbe
Integrity et its Newspaper"
NOVEMBER 13, 1963

WEDNESDAY

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER A. TIKES FELE
The daily Ledger & Times wishes to congratulate Mrs.
T. 0. Turner who is 81 years old today. Mrs. Turner does not
get out a lot now, but she can always be seen on election day
going to the polls to cast her vote.
Professor Thomas Hogancamp spoke on trade associations at the meeting of the Rotary Club held Thursday at the
Woman's Club House.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Miller left Friday for San Antonio,
Texas, for a visit with their son and wife, Ms and Mrs. Jackie

SPORTS PARADE

Admitting that it isn't a compelling selection.. you still would
have to contend that Howard deserved recognition as he finally
emerged from under the shadow of
Yogi Berra Through seven worrisome years he never had a regular
position. But he del fill the gap
wherever they needed him, behead
the .plate, at lust base or us the
outfield.
Iliad Feared Trade

MARRIED 75 YEAR5-11r. and Mrs. Joseph Todd of tas Grange,
Ind.. are looking back on 75 yeartnof married life as of Nov.
& Both are 94 years old. They were married LLI a log cabin
when they were 19 years old.
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Because of this maneuverability.
he was much sought by other clubs
each winter when trade talks arose
And each year he feared that, not
making the varsity solidly, he would
be traded mirky
As Lou Cahill; for most of his
career dwelt in the shade cast by
Babe Ruth, so, too. incl Howard languish behind Berra But at no time
were the Yankees inclined to let
him go He was to be the aging
Beros's replacement and meanwhile
his value increased because of the
varied positions he could play.
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Air Force Does Not Like The
Title Given Its Titan-2
By ALVIN R. WEBB JR.
United Pena International
CAPE CANAVERAL ,uPt — The
Air Force dislikes having Its Titan-2
rocket referred to as a -flying pogosuck" that could shake loose the
eyeballs of astronauts who will have
to ride it into space.
The rocket is getting "de-pogotried," and Air Force officials are
hoping ail the work will have at
least two results.
—The astronauts who will blast
off aboard latiin-2 on two-man
fuseacins into orbit starting in 1966
.mill get the comfort that the National Aeronautics end Space Adnuntstration NASA. says is needed.
—The missile itself will somehow
lose that dubious nickname.
The Titan-2, a two-Sage rocket
with nearly twice the weaght-Iiiting
capability of the Atlas boosters that
sent four US. astronauts into orbit
in Protect Mercury, has been selected by NASA to carry the two-man
Gemini teams into space aboard
7.000-pound capsules,
Ready for 'Warm-up'

has been played up in the wrong
light," he told a group of newsmen
visiting a ktunching complex that
has undergone a $20 million refurbishing for the Gemini flights.
Albert emphasised that the vibrations have no effect on the Titan-2S
ability to deliver a nuclear warhead -. which is its primary lob
The rocket, although designed as
a military' weapon, was "drafted"
into the civilian ranks for launching
men Into space And Albert did
concede that -when a man gut on
it. the vibratrone mead be troubiesome."
Which is more or less whet NASA

The first Titan-2 for an unmanned Genii's/ orbital "warm-up" set
for late next February already lass
been erected on a launching pad.
Another orbatal and a subsequent
sub-ortatU flight, both unmanned,
will follow in 1964 before the rocket
and capsule are entrusted with the
lives, of astronauts.
The problem right now is that the
space agency is unhappy about the
observed fact that, midway in flight.
the Titan-2 tends to vibrate from
end to end at the rate of 11 cycles
per second. Thus the label of "pogostick."
NASA officials and flatly the
vibrations are "unsuitable for a
manned vehicle." 0 n e spokesman
said the Obe1lat10113 could prevent
astronauts from reading instrument
panels properly Another said the
spacemen would be "shaken to the
teeth."
Issue With Eyeballs
Col. Jack Albert. an Air Force'
representative on Project Gemini,,
took Issue with remarks about rattled teeth, Jarred eyeballs and pogosticks in general
"It's unfortunate this pogo thing ,

said earlier, albeit in somewhat
stronger terms — particularly in
inter-office memos.
Try Out Methods
Without interfering sills military
tests, the Air Force is using "routine- Titan-2 test flights from Cape
Canaveral to try out methods for
decreasing for force of the annoying
vibrations
One method was to provide additional preasure in the booster stage.
It works fine — except that the
Federal Space Agency has made a
clear It will not accept pressurization as a final solution.
Another system, 5111 to be tested,
Is to smooth the flow of propellant

through fuel lines.
Still another idea is to redesign
completely a fuel pump that has
been blamed for much of the troubles Spokesmen said tests of a new
pump In laboratories "have been!
successful," but that it will be
months before it is ready for a
flight aboard a Titaus-2.
Meanwhile, the argument rrges
about vibrations en" astronsatts'
teeth and eyeballs and flight safety.
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Get Your

AGRICULTURAL LIME & CRUSHED STONE

753-6363
COO STEVe

PEOPLES BANK

WESTERN MATERIALS OF KENTUCKY
New Concord, Ky.

Phone 436-3873

— 24-HOUR LOADING SERVICE —

Murray,' Ky.

You Can Depend On It...
MISSISSIPPI'S Gov.-elect Paul
If, Johnson, 47, raises his
hand in victory In Jackpots
after out-polling Republican
Rubel Phillips, but by only a
5-3 margin in that deep Dixie
state.'Johnson had pledged
to outdo Guy. Ross Barnett
In theAnti-integration fight.
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DOWNTOWN BRANCH
Fifth & Poplar

ASTILATs&RJEL OIL with

lb

S.C.A. is the exclusive Sludge Control Additive in all
Ashland Fuel Oil. It's your assurance of a free4lowing fuel
supply. When you use Ashland Fuel Oil, fuel lines, filters,
sereens and nozzles stay clean. You'll get more heat and
use less fuel, too!
Beat the cold-weather rush! Call us today for your supply
of clean-burning, Ashland Fuel Oil with S.C.A.

MAIN OFFICE
Forth k Main

ASHLAND OIL &

Bank of Murray

LEIF EgiCSON'S SETTLEMENT—Dr. Beige Ingstad. 63, veteran
Norwegian explorer, °rushes off a firceiace in remains of a
1,000-year-old settlement believed to, be that of Leif Ericson,
called Vinland In Norwegian sagas. It is on the neirthi:rn
coast of Newfoundland, and radiocarbon datinge establish
It as having been Inhabited about 500 years before Celionbus voyaged to America. There are crumbled outlines of
nine sandy sod houses ,and a smithy with Norse tools The
torrriphy eenforrns to the sagas, handed down front generatian to generation. Photo copyright National Geegraplaie,
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LOCATED IN NEW YORK CITY, IT
IS THE WORLD'S TALLEST
[WILDING STANDING 1.472 FEET
TO THE TOP Of THE TV. TOWER
and
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Now you probably couldn't say
that without Howard inc Yanks
wouldn't have won the pennant But
certainly his dependability, sturdiness and fine play as he became
the top catcher in the MANI iddaff Iles was a sagruficant factor in the
Yankee stroll.
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By OSCAR FRALEY
UPI Sports Writer
NEW YORK AA, -- Elston HOW and a selectiop as the AMerlOWD.
League's MA Valuable Player is
another example today of the long
range planuing which keeps the
New York Yankees perennially on
top.
Howard's case is, In a way. similar
to that of Ralph Houk and so many
others who labored long in the
Yankee vineyards before receiving
recognition Houk never better than
a third string catcher with Use
Yankees but he bypassed the stars
to become manager.
Howard was tabbed by the Yankees nine years ago as their first
Negro player even though only in
the last two years bias he become
the regular catcher.
Back in 1964 the NAACP picketed Yankee Stadium because the
Yankees had no colored players
They tried to force the Yankees to
bring up from their then Kansas
City farm club a first baseman named Vic Power who had hit .349 in the
American Association the previous
year.
Topping Eyes Howard

Howard was an outfielder and
catcher on that awns WWII and had
batted only 266. But Yankee owner Dan Topping wasn't to be pressured and ho remark of then is even
more significant now.
-We are thinking in terms of
Miller.
Elston Howard, not Power, he said.
Mrs. Bonnie Fay Nix Bently. age 40. died suddenly ThursTwo years later Howard was up
day at her home in Whitesburg. Ky. She was the daughter with the Yankees. Power never made
It with them and was traded off.
of Wells Nix and a former resident of this county.
You can make a case for other
players in this year's AL most valuable race but you can't get away
from the fact that the Yankees
breezed to the pennant by 104a
games with Mickey Mantle and
Roger Maria out a great deal of the
time.
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by United Press International
Five Southeastern Conference
teams are being considered for the
Gutor Buel game in Jacksonville.
Fla.
Chairman Joe Sykora of the CiatosBowl Committee disclosed Monday that the Rebels of Mississippi
were the first choice for the postseason game. Alabama was next in
iine among the SEC teams with
Auburn, LSU and Georgia Tech following in that order.
Sykora said the bowl,conunittee
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will be wetching this seek s genie
between Alabama and Georgia Tech
closely.
Tech coach Bobby Dodd gut some
bad news Monday when Billy Martin limped out on the held for
practice. The huge end, a favorite
target for quarterback Billy Lothridge's passes, has a knee injury
and pulled leg muscles and probably will not be at full speed for the
crucial game in Birmingham Saturday.
Georgia coach Johnny Griffith is
elso plagued with injuries on his
bulldog squad. Tackle Ray ,Rissraillee, who anchors the Georgia forward wall, will definitely miss Saturday's game with Auburn and is on
the doubtful list for the meeting
with arch-rival Georgia Tech Rissreiniured a knee during the
Florida game
In addition, first string fullback
Leon Annbrester is suffering a severe bruise and will not be at full
speed during the Auburn game.
Other SEC teams licked their
wounds and began formulating game
plans for weekend action. At Vanderbilt lorn Kenny won a starting
berth et right guard for Saturday's
game with Tukene. Tennessee coach
Jim McDonald received scooting reports on powerful Mississippi, the
Volunteers' opponent Saturday.

The
NASHVILLE. Tenn. .t1;1
o,oe Western Kentucky is leading
the Ohio Valley Conference is sunis Hinteppers are No. 1 In the
eU in ie :11 offense and defense.

Cbach Nick Denes' unbeaten, once
tied "Toplos, have averaged 337.5
yards a geme in total offense and
they have given up an average of
'1618 yards a game to opponents.

The first phase of the squirrel
season was due to close on October
31 but hunters lost 13 days. These
da.have been added to the end
of the second phasgebt the season
which opens in both the eastern and
western zones on November 21. The
new ending date for the western
aree a recember 15 while for the
eastern ./..one the season will end on
December 31.
1 eeee days were 106t to the archcry deer and turkey hunters on
Kentucky Woodlands and this was
.
for 'hY'
124'alciftion
of
lit seasons to open on. December 2 and continue through December 7: reopen %t December 9 and
continue througe'pecernber 14.
New dates for the archery deer .
hunt on Bluegrass Ordinance area
near Richmond are as follows: November 16-17: November 23-24. and
November 30-December 1, while the
gun deer season on that area will
be on December 7 and 8 The Ft.
csvpbell gun deer season has been
rtAR for Ncvember 23 and 24 with
ether sex deer narvestable while
.11e archery season on ttus area will
coincide with the statewide season.
Shooting preserves, which were due
to close on March 31 will get an
extension ending on April 14.
A primitive weapons season, on a
designated area in Bath and Mena
fee comities, has been changed with
the rochery season extending from
eleseteber 2 through November 29
IP gun season for deer is unchanged. Nov. 27. 28, 29. 30 and Dec. 1. The ,
squirrel season has been set for
November 21 through December 31.
while the grouse season. December
1 through January 29, is unchanged
Only muzzle loading rifles and muzzle loading F hotgu us and long COWS
aqui crossbows may be used in this
designated ;tree. Two days lost in
the dove s..a.son will be added to the '
svigui phase of the season if appr7.7ved and signed by Stewart 13 'a11,1
Secretary of the Interior.
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Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service, Wednesday. Nov. 13. Kentucky
Purchlse-Area Hug Market Report
including 10 buying stations. Estinuited receipts 450, barrows and
gets steady. US. 1, 2 and 3 190 to
240 lbs. $14.35 to $14.65. Few U.S. 1
190 to 230 lbs. $15.00. U.S. 2 and 3
235 to 270 lbs. $13.25 to £14.40. US.
1. 2 and 3. 170 to 186 lbs. $13.00 to
$1440. US. 2 and 3 sows 400 to 800
lbs. $11.25 to $12 25. U.S. 1 and 2 250
to 400 lbs. 112.00 to $13.26.

Pork Roast

i

Margarine

,
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**EVERYONE WILL ENJOY REMINISCING**
WITH THIS TRADITIONAL FLAVOR

OLD TIcyt_

BOSTON BUTT

33

CHESTNUT at 10th
Open 7 a.m.-9 p.m.

lb

U.S. CHOICE

SWANSDOWN

T-BONE

IGA
PINE-APPLE-

(Except Angel Food)

GRAPEFRUIT

STEAK Cake Mix

DRINK
46-0z.

99 2
lb

25

ea

lit4)

FROSTY MORN

Large 4 Lb.
PENNANT

-

LARGE. FIRM

Sausage

MAPLE
SYRUP

HEAD

CABBAGE

.1 Is

49

79c

1

FLOUR

PORK

c

' MATCHLESS

erif

BACON

25-Lbs. Plain

STEAK

"

$ •29

39(

(25-11). Self-Ris.

39

C
lb

$1.37)

Prices Above Good Through Novem her 19 - Quantity Purchases Lim'ted

A

ITEMS BELOW ARE OUR EVERYDAY LOW
WAXER - 1-lb. &

GOLDEN RIPE

2-oz.

BANANAS lb. 10c OATS

Here's a lip-smachin' Ice cream with that :racial
Sealtest touch. Luscious! Creamy smooth! Old

22c

CAMPBELLS - 16-0z.

Time Vanilla Fudge... ribboned throughout with
rich, old-style chocolate fudge. Try some suon.

Fig Preserves 45c Pork&Beans
MIKACLE

;

Qt.. Jar

Salad Dres.

27c

Nile

49c CRISCO

69c

- Tall Can

P'nut Butter 35c Evap Milk 3 35c
Peaches 2for 57c VEGETABLES at _ _ _ Sc a can
GIANT (9c. Off)

ZURRAY, Ky.. Tues., Nov. 12.
--fetql-ney-beeeeteveli-Auctlone_
ftirrIrTs: Hogs- 27, Glottis and
Calves 810.
HOGS: Receipts mostly mixed
grade butchers. 25c higher compared eel' bet week. U.S. 1. 2 and 3
barrows and gilts 218 lb. $15.00, 261
lb $14 25. US. 2 and 3 sows 400 to
550 lb. $12.00 to $12.50.
CATTLE: Receipts maitly feeders,
slaughter yearlings arid COWS, all
clews about steady with last week.
SWAUGHTER: Good 400 to 600 lb.
calves $18.00 to $20.50, Standard
,
$15.50 to $17.75, utility and commercial cows $13.00 to $14.50. Cenners
and Cutters $9.75 to $13.60, Utility
burls $15.50 to $16.90.
FEF.DF.RS: Good 600 to 800 lb.
eers $1800 to $21.00. Medium $16.00
to $1800, Good and Choice 300 to
soo lb. $2200 to $34.50. Medium $17.00
to $20.50 Good 300 to 600 lb. heifers
$ire) to $2100. Medium $16.00 to
$M00. Medium and Good stock COWS
with calves $157.00 to $200.00 per
COW.
Steady. Few Choice
VEALER
Good $2200 to
$27.50 to
MI5 to $2100.
$2500, Sta
ALVaS: About 20 head
BABY
$800 to $lI 00 per head.

FRESH

WHIPPED

Angelci Hams' Bra/um Gabriel is smothered on
NOW FO:: THE PACKERS! - - The Los
Bill CPorre Jim Phillips (82) waits emptytackler
Bears
this pass try in Chicago by
the;'re in a tie with the Green Bay
handed. The Bears won it 6-0 on two field goa.s,
. 1'i.
Now-inbti
tan,:le
two
the
and
lead.
division
the
for
Packers

Federal State Market
News Service

all
fuel

Hilltoppers' 17-0 victory
head State College last
The Fort Thomas. KY., star
off 85 yards in 15 carries ae
Morehead, scoring one touch::
He also completed two of Ora
ezsses for 37 yards, and he ca..zributee neur tackles.

The Liaeman of the Week award
Middle Tennessee is second in both went to a freshman, guard Larry
Ason of Middle Tennessee. Dotesn
departments.
In individual statistics, Western came up With two key interc,pt2(.•
has the conference's leading scorer to iesetese Murray State College and
in quarterback Sharon Miller with help save Middle Tennessee's 14-7
54 points. In all other major de- triumph over the Thoroughbreds.
partnents, the leaders come from / The 175-pounder f rorn Mumally.
In rm., also played a big role in the
other clubs
A Western halfteeck has received Raider defense which stopped Murrecoeniticn as the OVC back of the ray's running attack for !mime 19
week. Jim Burt, second leading yards.

WE

CA.

rusher in the leagta.
honor with his perform.

BLUE
BONNET

FRANKFORT, Ky. -- Hunting
Ileet Memorial 96 St. Charles 63
KENTUCKY HIGH SCHOOL
seasons teat were interrupted by the
Aeaarn 78 Bristow 67
BASKETBALL SCORES
recent are hazards in Kentucky
Foeeeeille 47 Wheesville St. - lary 45
tu* been amended so that hunters
Pone Prench 66 Dreeestore 63
will be permitted to enjey the full
by Felted Press In ernational
V.":llieineteivii 66 Gallatin Ce. 42
number of digs originally designatBloomfield 92 Willisbere 43
C3 (eine 62
ed. Minor Clark, commissioner of
Maysville 71 Totie,:bore 52
owes e1 Lone Oak 61
the Departmert of Fish and WildBerra 40 Paint Lick 29
eeive 117' 64 Lewis Co. 28.
life Resources, reported today folLeeshfield 84 Cub Run 38
.r
al St. Catheeine 70
lowing a poll of members of the
Irvington 72 Caneyville 64
Combe eti Leteher Co. 51
Mississippi State coach Paul DavFish and Wildlife Resources CornPine Knot 105
°este:: Co. 50 Oneida Ins. 42
is, whose Bulldogs defeated unbeatmission
Huntsville i Tenn, 49 Intchens 65 Carter City 46
en Auburn Saturday, launched a
liazel Green 59 Lee Cot. 55
The a•-chery deer hunting season "forget last week's game" campaign Bremm 86 St. Vincent 51
.a.nel Western 55 Mackville 42
which arts due to close on Novetn- and turned his attention to next McKinney 64 Casey County 56
Wolfe Co. 71 Cardiac fe4
be.15 but in which the hunters week's opponent - another toughie. Jackson 49 Tyner 48
Crab Orchard 61
last 15 days, has been extended from
The Bulldogs go against LSU. and Adair Co. 72 Lebanon St. Fr. 30
Waynesburg Mem. 56
November 15 through November 20 Doves warned th it the Tigers have Grant Co. r Falosouth 63 tote
kcatt Co. 60 Meysville St. Pat 46
with a later season opening on
more hard running backs than any Eduaxism Co. 65
December 6 and extending through team ee have faced."
I
.
es. Joseph iBig Grill 51 Shopville 78 Nancy 66
December 15, Hunting Ls permitted
in the 48 open counties which have
16104r6rtillirliallr;irtv-i:Pfr
"
leitolikka4167.6•PANIAIR/IfillrEEVINTrIVA4'"
been previously designated.

cord Road

3-2421

Toppers Tops In
Offense-Defense

Five Considered
For Gator Bowl
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HAVE C.ANA

U.S. No. I

FAB

66c

Mayoniase

55c

FGA QUICK COOKING

RED
POTA
10 lb. bag 39c
CUT-RITE

iiIFFY or AMERICAN BEAUTY, No,1 can

Tomato Puree 10c

Wax Paper

26c

!.?.N) ROLL

Lipton Tea
toLGERS t3 113N.

39c Scott Towels 33c

$1.76)

COFFEE

lb. 59c DOG FOOD 3i 21c

CAMPBELL'S - tall can

-

Veg.Soup

13c Jumbo Pies box 39c

'
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Dear Abby. . •

Start Dunning Her!

wowargi'le
Garden Committee
Has Work Day At
The Club House

01111•211111111MDZIMMORIF
DEAR ABBY: Two years ago I not believe the number of people
loened a friend E200 to help her out eho ignore an R.S.Y.P.
• • •
Club will meet at the home of Mrs.
Wednesday. November 13th
special committee of the Na- of A JAM with a finance cunipany
DEAR ABBY: I am 'M and have
The New Conoord Hotnemakers S. C. Colson, Ryan Avenue, at 1:30 ture's Palette Garden Club net Her husband didn't know anything
Club will meet with Mrs. Ruth
Monday at the Woman's Club House about it and she was afraad to tell I been married for three yenta. My
• • •
Weeks, 309 Woodiawn, 8A 1 pin.
to plan the tea table and displays him. To date she hasn't paid me a li.isisuid is 25 and we have two obitThe Woman's Missionary Eloaloty for the symptimum, "A Div With cent. I asked her once about ho, area. a year apart I love my hus• • •
The Arts and Crafts Club will of the Flint Depth* Chum& win Bob Thomas", on Wednesday, No- months ago and she said she would , band, but here Ls my problem: He
get It for me, but she never did likes to look at magazine% with picmeet with Mies Mary etupley. Pop- owes at the church at 7 p.m.
windier aia at the club house.
• • •
lar Street. at 230 p.m. All members
The lecture will be held from 2:30 I have some Mlle coming up and tures of sexy-look:rig women in
be Dorothy Circle of the First to 4 30 and 7:30 to 9.30 pin. The could use the money. I am IAA them and It hurts use until I am
are urged to be present to draw
BaPhst Church 1A"MS will meet At public a cordially invited to attend. chanting her uiterest, and I didn't ack inside. I am not ugly. Abby. but
names
• • •
the home of Mrs H la Oakley at
tainunatee members are -Mrs. B. ask for her IOU. Both she and her I can't compete with thew women.
The Ruth Wilson Circle of the 9.30 am.
C. Harms, club president.. Mrs. Hum- husband are working and At wouldn't He doesn't buy the magazines, he
•••
First Methochist Church WSOS will
phrey Key, Mrs A. 0. Woods, Mrs. be a hardship for them to pay use. mst borrows them from his buddies.
Grove 136 of the Supreoae lamest Rriletd Jones. Mrs. Henry Hargis. Should I ask her husbluid for It? lie knows how much it hurts me,
meet at the home of Mrs. Gillard
Ross with Mrs. Cleo Sykes as co- Woodmen Circle will have A dinner Mrs. I.
Mrs. Ed I'd like my money v.ithout taking but he says I am Just being silly—
that all men look at that stuff. Do
meeting at the Wtensua'a Club House Settle.
legal action.
hooteleg1 7:30 pm.
• • •
they, really? Is my husband normal?
••
UNDECIDED
at 6 30 pm.
• • •
DEAR UNDECIDED: Your friend, I couldn't feel worse it I had taught
The Luther Robertaon School PTA
The Murray High Schiool PTA
not her husband, owes you the him with another AOlinitl. Please
:will meet at the school at 2.30 p.m.
will meet in the auditorium at 7:30
money. Tell her she must begin re- help me.
• • •
NO NAME PLEASE
pwsing you or you will be forced to
The ladies day luncheon will be p
• • •
tell her husband. And if she makes
served at noon at the Calloway
DEAR NO NAME: Most men
Mrs H C Chiles opened her home no effort—shoot the works. Your won't pass up a chance to look at a
Friday, November 15th
County Country Club. Mrs. Wells
The Benefit Card party, sponmored on Elul street for the meeting Of friendship Is probably shot "YwaY• -sesy - looking" coma., or a picture
Purdotn Jr.. is chairman of the
'
"
b,ostesses for the day.
by the Ourden Department of the the Bethany Sunday School Class
of one). If your husband openly en• • •
Murray Woman's Club. will be held of the First Baptist Church held
joss it occasionally, and obviously
(1°1
you
do
What
ABBY.
The Missionary Allying/7 of the at the club house at 1 30 pm. The on Monday evelUng at seven o'clock.; DEAR
I wouldn't call him "sick."
he doei,
s.
reapoiad
to
neglect
who
The guest devotaonal speaker was about people
aibly a bit immature, but
North Pleasant Grove Cumberland public is cordially invited to auend.
nopossl
cannot
invitation?I
V.P.
Presbyterian Church will meet at Bridge and canasta will be included Mrs Eugene Roo:ell who is supenn- to an RS
r
'
"
my
for
plane
• • •
• • •
tendent of the Beginner LI depart-1 make the necessary
the church at 7 pm.
ment of the Sunday School and is wedding unless ..I know how many
Monday. Morena's:, lath
to
proper
it
Is
expect.
What's on your mind? For a perThe Weisleyan Circle of the First
The Penny Homemakers Club will or.e of the Sigma Department kind- people to
tun if they are sonal reply. send a self-addressed,
Methodist Church WSCS will meet meet at the home of Mrs. Alton Cole et-gal-ten teachers. H e r scriptare telephone them and
or not' Or should I assume stamped envelope to Abby. Box 3365,
in the social hall at 7 30 pm
at 10 30 am. A potluck dinner will reading was the 13th chapter of I, conung
to reply that they Beverly Hills, Calif.
Conntruans.
• • •
served.
be
• • •
uIge?
faiiilur
• • •
e rcol
:
no
Group 1 are th
Thursday, November 14th
BEWILDERED BRIDE
capraPrer.
led the
ILNirsThe South Murray Homemakers
Tuesday. November 19th
Hate to write letters', Send one
DEAR BEWILDERED: As a last
Refreshments were served by
The Faith Doran Circle of the
telephone! Sole people ex- dollar to Abby, Box 3365, Beverly
resort:
Parker,
of
Mrs.
U
oanposed
Group
will
WSCS
Church
First Methodist
texklet,
to ....Line that, because Sills. Calif.. for Abby's new
meet with Mrs. P. P Copenhaver, Mrs Ivan Outland Mrs. Et hel pect you
officially DECLINE, aHOW TO WRITE L.E-FIEMS FOR
not
did
they
to
Mrs
the
Chiles
Ward.
twetiand
pm.
230
at
Street.
402 Chestnut
Miss Maudie Marine and Mrs L
they will be there. lou would simply ALL OCCASIONS".
with Mesdames Jesse R011110. Mallet ty-three members and two
Darnell recently visited Mr and
Mrs
and
Mrs
Russell"
Mitchell
cottaas
Dunn, and Jeff Farris
Mrs Cliff Brown of Zama Miss
see.
Mrs Brown's mot her, Mrs II*
Charlton. accernpamed them home
for A WISIt
'• •
MI.% Mary Wells Overby student
at the University of Keniucx:. LexIngtod. spent the weekend with her
Murray Court 731 Women of
parents. Mrs Mary Bell Overt.y anti ,I Woodcraft met Monday evening
Wells Ovcrby
November 11. at the American Le• • •
non Hall. for the regular monthly
and
Mr. and Mrs John Gentry
tneeang
caadren. Gumy. DOIMA Kathy. and
The following new officers were
Becky. of LOU/Matte spent-the *eft- elee..d for the coming year Mrs.
end with her parents Mr and Mrs.
James Shims, Mrs Murray Turner.
Edgar Wilkerson, South 11th Street. Mrs Allen Rose Mrs Burman Park• • •
er, Mn, James Ward. Mrs. Jimmy
Miss Gad Humphrey who teaches Herndon. Mrs. Kenneth lArnh, Mrs.
school m Bloomfield. Mo.. spent the Clarence Horton, Mrs Walton Salweekend with her parents. Mr and oins,
alai Mrs-Jab:1 Siscancius.
Um. Char-lea -Humphrey:- -and atPlans were made for the Christtended lexnecomang at Murray Suite,
mas rrAting in December
College.
Ater the business meeting, the
• • •
group went to the Tnangle Inn for
Mr and Mrs. Will T Wincheaer. the social hour.
, kb _
of Almo Route One are the parents!
• • •
zef
of a son. William Thomas Jr.. -Toni- .
my - weighing eight pounds two i
ounces. born at the Murray Hospital!
Starday, November 10 They have
two daughters. Rhia, age five. anc
Lena. age three The grandparents
are Mr anc Mrs E D Winchester
and Mr and Mrs Crawford Mc-'
Cala, Mrs. Nora Parker is a patern-,.: great grandmother.
MODEL
NO. 381.2R1
Mrs Had ford Parker has left for
YOU'LL BE AMAZED—Gibson
Bradenton Fla. where she wili
Frost Clear Deluxe Refrigeraspend the winter with her daughter,
tor-Freezer gives you the magic
fa.t amdson and family.
M
of frostless refrigeration at a
price even lower than most
ordinary cycle defrost refrigerators. Everyday will seem like a
holiday when you can forget
defrosting forever with your
Frost Clear Deluxe. The Gibson
Frost Clear Deluxe has 12.43
cu. ft. capacity and the freezer
holds 98.4 pounds of frozen
food. Less than 5 feet tall and
only 293's inches wide.
ALL AT ONE LOW PRICE ...
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VALUE Of U.S. INVESTMENTS
lim-tiates the big (Ise
ale those in whif.. ti:c
management by vit
tail:

rip"'

,..0,
e•,

,Sc?‘ ceU

Reg. 79 to $1.49 Fall and Winter

COTTONS

4

Unbelieveable savings on Name Brand, First Quality, Fall and Winter Cottons. All new Fall 1963 patterns and colors. Drip-Dry, Wash 'N Wear, 36"
to 45 wide. Full bolts, over 3000 yards to choose from. Be there early for
best selection!

rit

\ffit____Irprili

• "Bates" Discipline Prints
• "Wamsuta" Studio Prints
• "Springmaid" Dazzle (*loth
• "Dan River" Gingliams

I
I

• "Loomskiti" Hand Screened Prints
MAKESALL OTHERS OBSOLETE
—Gibson'sTrost Clear system
-is -tfil,fult-arrt71-trrost- de= pendable for frostless refrigeration.'One coil. One fan. One
control Fewer parts mean no
service problems,.higher efficiency, lower operating costs.

7

v..

IN TEARS—Daughter Le Thuy comforts Mine. Ngo Dish Nhu
in a limousine outside their hotel in Beverly Hills, Calif.,
after they pushed through a crowd of some 100 persons ta
get to it- While getting through the crowd, Madame !").
burst into tears. Taey were on their way to take up r amaeries in a private bum* in Bel-Air,

P11

TAKE 3 MINUTES
—That's all it takes
for the amazing
Gibson Frost Clear
demonstration.
Come in today, see
the magic of Frost Clear Fn.
yourself, during our Speci
Frost Clear Holiday promr...

---

• Anicrite21:111.104Z

• "Peter Pan" ('ottons
.
•
• And Many, Many Others

quality cotton fabrics at
Never before such fine
yard first quality,
Stock up

FARRIS'
to $1.05 a yard!!!

White House Grocery

Mee l'1UPPrecidoct

1608 W'. Main

•

STOP — SHOP — COMPARE
EVERYDAY LOW PRICES

Per Month

•

WIDE SELECTION OF (DRIsTmAs GIFTS . . .
Selections can be put on lus -a-way
Open Sunday Noon 'Til '7 p.m.
l'11 ,1lip, +:6 Gas & Oil

ROWLAND
REFRIGERATION
Sales & Service
110 SO. 12th St.

S.

5.

7571-2825

0.*

M

ABROAD—Thu National Industrial Conference Board chart
.• of L' S. direct Investment abroad. Direct investments
..:I r,.-ts fl the IJ. S. bold direct control or a voice in
• a • .., cealtv Their book value at end of 1963 was $37.1
••
f)a the 411 8 billion of 1950.

READ THE LEDGER'S
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with &IMO
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•
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PERSONALS

scl:eo
v
orate
yt lloi
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•

Miff I
MUSCULAR
DYSTROPHY

Abigail Van Buren

Social Calendar

The president, Mrs. Oreer, presided. Plans were made for the book
study and week of prayer. The openmg and closing prayers were led by
The Woman's Missionary Society Mrs. Chtunbers and Mrs. Lee.
of the Spring Creek Baptist Church
held its regular meeting at the
church Thuralay afternoon at onethirty o'clock.
"Partners For Progress In Japan"
was the theme of the prokratn Presented by Mrs. Clint Greer. Mrs.
Max Bailey, Mrs. Novella Chambers,
Mrs Thomas Let, and Mrs. Jerry
Don Butler.

Spring Creek WAIS
Ilas Regular Meet

•
EDNESDAY

FIER 13, 1963

THE LEDGER
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TUNES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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WHY IS THIS MAN
LAUGHING?

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

•

F

A-7.11
7-10N

SALE

FOR

AUCTION SALE,

SALE

j

1111.11MMIIII•1•••-•

111.
0
1.10N

a
81
,

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 1 pm.
home of late Charlie D. Brewer,
three miles south of New Concord
on Highway 121 near Mt. Carmel
Ihurth. Will sell living room state,
'41.1ning room suite, kitchen cabinet,
lots of dishes, metal utility cabinet,
electric range, vacuum cleaner, beds,
tables, lamps, chairs, one black walnut chest about 300 years old, some
tools, fishing equipment, Johnson
outboard motor, many items too
numerous to mention. Joe Pat Lamb,
auctioneer.
Wee
I.

i
)1tsALI. HAMPOTERS,
white allot and white nits with
cages and water bottles. 0a/1 753527 or see at 1311 Poplar.
n14c
THE PROVEN CARPET OLEANEEt
Blue Lustre Is easy on the budget.
Restores forgotten colors. Reek electnc shampooer $1. Crass Furniture,

4-YEAR OLD HORSE. BLACK with
blaze face. Trained for saddle club
erents. If Interested phone 478, collect, Paris, Tennessee after 4:00 p.m.
pl3p

F;R RENT
ir-----

9

chart
menta
'ice in
$37.1

6 ROOM HOUSE, BATH, thwained
porches. 1302 Main St. Immediate
APT FOR RENT,
OF DUPLEX. possession. $60.00 month. Claude L.
3 rooms, bath, private entrance, Miller Real Estate, phones 753-5064,
tine
electric heat, newly decorated. Glyco 753-3059.
Wells, phone 753-446.
lid4c
PLAY PEN - SAME AB NEW. ain
NEW 3 BEDROOM AND DEN brick be seen at 409 N. 4th or call 'Mn16c
house. Near Oollege. $90.00 per mo. aw
Cell 753-3162.
nitre
1959 DODGE TRUCE se TON Gall
Mtge
5 ROOM HOUSE, BATH, Screened 753-5240.
eisurches. 1302 Main St. Immediate
poseession. $00.00 month. Claude L.
NOTICE
Miller Real Estate, phones 753-5064,
753-3069.
"ee
nl5ric
LOCAL CAT FACTORY SLASHES
inventory. Male kittens 100e, disWANTED
j count. Satisfaction guaranteed or
double your cats back. Gall 763-3940.
ri16c
BUSY FULLER BRUSH MAN needs
help, one man for delivery, one for
sales Earn $25 weekly in your spare ANY PERSONS HAVING CLAIMS
time. Write Shannon Taylor. G4j- &garnet the litte Mrs. Ocie 'lateen,
4Peertsville, Ky. R.R. 1.
ndlc contact W. L. Braley. administrator, Marshall CulintY.
ril5p
=TOKEN HELP, 6 DAYS PER
-week. No holidays No phone calls
accepted Whitie's Restaurant, 100 ANNOUNCING TIM OPINING OF
Maple Street.
nlec Rattles Beauty Shop. Gail 763-3969
for appointment. Register for free
.4
19311LIABLE PERSON FOR House- $10 pert:mount. Edith Story, operkeeping No meals to prepare Call ator. owner 2 miles out on Loan
7513-1566 after 5 30 p in.
n153) Grove Rd.
MI"
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FOR SALE OR RENT

I

FOR SALE OR RENT TO THE
right person, good, roomy house,
leoge living room, dining room, two
bedrooms, kitchen, bath on first
floor, ineulated and electric heat. 4
miles out, Highway 94 $50. Couple
preferred. Call 75e-5603.
nac
IN MEMORI4M
In loving memory of our dear
mother and gra.ndmuther, Mrs. Em-ma Sims. who passed away five
years ago today.
Nothing oa.n ewer take away the
love a heert holds deer fond memories linger every day Remembrance
keeps her near.
Sadly missed by
Children and Grandchildren
nl3p
-

but mode up for it in breadth. I Some way. hie mother didn't
-Sue you at eight," mid undersiamil his being interested,
O'Consto as tie win' out. VP she even said once, when Ile was
rail° taugheo to otinseit wri a telling her about the AndersOns
..oet tin the fount tillty map ,i1 new living-room rug, that it
fill own nat. arid starma name , wasn't nurwirit. "You snouidn I
Remembering the flutter of • go right into other people
teeuses, dear it Isn't polite. And
men 11114 macninies alone
fain and the (Iv.-block detour why on earth you snow° or inat
he mien Ms circuitous drwe terested-" And she'd
Al the Junction cit Rossmoyne him sort ot tunny.
forre are rim the ,ynly
the
Paul
neighni.rhissi who think Iii,
and Hificroft, there was a deep
Paul didn't try to tell his
bee the makings of a scandalmonger
(Jour dug la the middle ot the mother little interesting thing:
inteleection, elliored up wilts he towel out after that; soe
CHAPTER 4
planks end surrounded by pro. was mostly Mrs. Knox he tallteu
pA ca. BRANDON got home at tective sawhorees studded with to about people.
six, but they never nad din- reflective iighte spelling out
One of nor crts had tO7M ner until six -thirty or seven be• CAREFUL and DETOUR_
kittens, ana she said today stit,
cause nis dad didn't get nome
were
playThree or four boys
was trying to tino wtylais
iintil then. His mother was tum ing in the hole taking turns
them and woulti he 8415,arour
mg around the kitchen. He told seeing down the heaped earth
'Sure,' said Paul enthusiasti
ncr about those pups all over Verrill° circled the hole carecally.
rgain. "It'd sure be swell to fully and drove on home.
He went straight oft to
nave one-"
• •• •
Varallos nom there anal
Margaret Brandon smiled at
the weekend, two more to sell Mrs. Senile° on the
nen. "We're going to."
schome were alt by vandals "You d like the striped one,
"Honest? Oh, boy - I know LaS1 elementary school north- said confidently.
which one I want Mother!"
west tn town, and a junior high
"But We're going to get
He went to his room, excited a couple ot miles away.
dog, said Laura 'Vic wants
Nothing was taken, and not golden retriever Really Pauland nappy. Sitting down at kis
he opened the tor drawer, too much damage done: the van"Big dog like thatel be dig
the one that had a lock, and dals bad just created a -seas, ging the whole yard
saio
took out nis book. It had a lock throwing ink around and break- Paul. "You cl be rem sorry. Ann
too. He opened it-it was half ing windowa. No typewriters this Is an awtui eite kitten
tilled with his careful printing, hammered to bite or furniture Mrs. Varallo. Honest - Look
rather smaller, neater printing broken. That made it look like just s'pose I bring it up tumor
than most ten-year-olds might fairly young kids: it was the row -and you can see it. You'd
produce.
teenagers that could be so sav- like that one!"
"No, really we wouldn't-'
It was almost two years since agery destructive_
ne'd invented the code, and he
On Monday Gordon Bicknell said Laura milplessly.
"You think about it, anynardly nad to think about the was absent from -chool. Whets
letters now, which meant which. he showed up on Tuesday with- way!"
He •darted to print carefully: T. out a note of excuse, Katharine
It was almost five-thirty then.
Y. NLGSVI Sal SVZWZXSVH. Mason sent rani up to Mr. Har- He walked down 0 block to
• • •
well; and Mr. Harwell, who was Rosemount, to where Gordon
A T six-twenty on Saturday a rather old-fashioned disci- lived, and rang the doorbell. He
been inside Cordon s
night Chartell O'Connor said, plinarian, called Gordon's moth- hadn't
house yet, and he was curious.
'So that's that," and leaned er on the phone.
ronfrl Mother who
ft Was
Mn, RielOrtah wag agitated
--e-eaeleeneire-etintr.- deeming the
iast page of the latest MINIM and apologetic lied meant to came to the door. She wa,s sort
-Why the nen did I ever pin write the note but had put It of fat, and had dark hair she
the twee. Vic? Always 111012111- off; It wits ae right, she'd had hadn't combed very smooth, and
tiling unexpected coming up- to keep Clordoe out to take him a high voice. "Hi, Mrs. 13icknell, '
now I won t nave time to shave to the dentist Mr. Harwell said Paul. "Is Gordon home ?"Oh-" stir sald as lealche
again, 1 said seven o'clock and thanked her and sent Gordon
wasn't sure. She stepped back a
she lives to hell and gone out in back to Katharine.
Paul Brandob left the school- Little, so Paul went just inside
West Hollywood."
yard alone after the last periled the door, looking around Inter"Weil, It you didn't have this
and rode the bus up to Moun- estedly.
outside hobby-- said Vara°.
- looked
A tot of the fume
tain. On his circuitous way borne
"Thelonly solution Is to get marhairs.
-he had different routes he new, just a couple 0
ried, Charles, instead of playing
it they
took, dropping in to see differ- and there was a be;
the field."
ent people he knew-he stopped Called sectional, dark gi cell, and
lie surveyed O'Connor am- off to see Ella Knox first
a color TV, and the curtains
useely, trom perennially blue
He liked Mrs. Knox. She was were a gold color like the rug
bulldog law to shoes,in need of as Interested In people as he
Mr. Bicknell was watching
polishing. O'Connor was never was, even if she was pretty old. TV. He was a thin dark man
a dressy man; even his wide bull She lived alone with her three and he looked tired. He looked
shoulders, in the ready-made cats, and usually she asked him around sort of sharp and said,
picket, couldn't quite conceal in and gave him some Cookie!: "Gordon can't come out, kid,
the bulge made by his favorite or something.
It's nearly dinnertime
revolver, the S. and W. .257
"Oh, well, O.K., then," said
Be stopped off at her place
Magnum.
pretty often because she really Paul, turning to lea ee. lie
"What, write Into the trap needed errands done for .her, guessed maybe Mrs. Knox was
deliberately?" said O'Connor. poor old lady, she'd broken her right; she thought, from all he
"Not such ti fool, my friend. hip • couple of years ago and said, the Bicknells had list
There's that Feinberg thing, Was awful lame And she really started to make more Money
damn it --let It go until morn- liked to talk to him, because of than they'd had before, maybe
ing I'm off," and he stood up, being Interested in people too. Mr. Bicknell had got a promoa broad solid hefty man who'd In fact, old Mrs. Knox was tion or a better job, so they'd
just s: raped by on minimum. alseut the, only one Protl could moved into a better hreire.
(To Be Contmeed Tomorrow)
height requirements at five-nine, talk to about, well, people.

Solution ...
(Continued From Page 1)
Regional COMITI1S61011 PARC, with
one exception.
Community leaders from 44 eastern Kentucky counties who listened to an afternoon briefing also
wanted to know what the chances
were for implementing the program.
Roosevelt, who also heads PARC,
told them he expected quick approval by President Kennedy when
the final report is submitted not
later than Feb. 15, 1964. He also
expects the President to put the
matter up to Congress immediately,
adding 'we are hopeful Cougrese
will take quick action."
But he said the only way to ensure this Is for the public to be well
informed of the plan and to demand
early congressional approval
44 Counties Involved
Roosevelt and John L. Sweeney,
PARC executive director, discussed the Mae with state officials
Tuesday nioreine, then met with
community end area development
leaders from 44 courows in the afternoon. They attended a Kent"
Development Day conterence an the
University of Kentucky canems
here. Rtosevelt was the eonferencies
luncheon speaker.

signed for the area.
-Developnient of a 2,150-mile
higheay system to unlock new tourist and industrial development.
-Development of 9.5 million acres
of marginal farming and timberland into first-rate livestock pasture land.
-Pumping $113.5 million in fisgal 1966 into recreation development as the first step of a 15-year,
$1 billion plan in this field.
--Expansion of air transport facilities for executive and recreational types ol operation.
-Creation of timber management
corporations for development of new
timber stands to ensure proeperous
lumber operations in the future.
-Upgrade existing water facilities.
-Expansion of vocational training programs to provide more skilled workers.

1
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1I -Toiled down
26-Man's
nickna me
!7-Th. urial
30- Nets
33-Cleaned with
mop
3.5-flange of
knowledge
16-Afternoon
party
38-Organs of
hearing
39-KnItted
jacket
42-Eilrl's name
45-Native metal
46-Possessive
mono:in
49-Algerian

BECAUSE HE DOE6N'T
1-1AN./5_ TO RUN IN THE,

540/E tiAtiCONSA
DAY

tzikeE-Nov:

sea IvIrt
fie-11,,,

was touched on lightly, but noted
the report indicated existing research for new coal by-products
should be pushed vigorously.

51 -1:dale seed
63-Path
63-Conducted
64-Centliry
plant
66-Antl.red
anirnale
56-Connna se

Specific projects in each field
were not included in the discussion. Both Roosevelt and Sweeney
Education Not Forgotten
said local groups. will have the responsibility for suggestions in this
Sweeney said better educational area.
facilities demand high priority in
Roosevelt said he hoped the comfuture planning for the area, but
the PaARC l'otti not moved in this munity leaders would be on hand
field at present because of congres- when congressional hearings opensional debate on federal aid to edu- ed on any proposed legislation in
Washington to implement the PARC
cation.
He also said the coal industry' recommendations,
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JUST WHAT F055E55E5 eerreere--.
A 13EAUTIFUL GIRL 70
SET INVOLVED WITH
ThE INDIAN-CHINESE
WARFARE

The active part of the 90-page
preliminary report included these
recommendations:
-Creation of a development council with joint federal-state participatisin having congressional authority to float bonds. handle federal grants and loans and cooddinate and implement programs de-

SIMPLE, MAJOR FLA66...
WORKING FOR A LONDON
PHOTO JOURNAL
MAKES IT JUST
ONE MORE
AS516NMENT
FOR ME. NO
MORE DANGEROUS THAN
MY LAST AND
MAYBE SAFER
THAR MY
NEXT.
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MAIN STREETS ALL
TOURISTS SEE. I
WILL LEAD YOU
TO OUR NATIVe
QUARTERS.
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MY HOME.
PLAIN SEWING
Pillow carets and sheets not included. 903 Olive, phone 753-8768. n14c.
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by Charles M Sehuir

PEANUTS*

CARD OF THANKS
I take this method of expressing
my appreciation of the tender, Byrn:pathy and helpful service rendered
me through the illness and death of
my dear wife, Treva aiexander. I
shall never forget the neaghbore,
reattives, and friends, who so lovingly ministered unto me, the May
staff, Linn Funeral Home
Brother Connie Wyatt. Bro, Marlin
Moyer May God bless each of you
in your hour of sorrow.
Carlos Alexander
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THAT UTILE
RED-HAIRED
61R1. HAS LOTS
OF FRIENDS

I DLIN'T HAVE ANY' FRIENDS...

-THEY 6ALe THAT OPPOSITES
ATTRACT MS w.Ausi50kIENING
AND I'M REALLY NOTAIN6
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by Ernie Rushmiller

NANCY
I'LL TURN ON
THE FOOTBALL

WOW-THIS

SURE IS AN
EXCITI NG
GA ME
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SAT., NOV 16, 11 AM. AT A B.
Catiton Perm. North from airport
to crossroads. turn !left. 2nd house
on lett. Dishes. Woking utensils,
electric SLOVe, refrigenstre', livu
Main Mite 'eta oom mute, odd tables, chairs, said and garden tools, C
Allis Ohalmere wit ter, John Deere
niowing =whine, wagon, core drill
Many other items to iumerous 14
nieggim- hinny C' per, anettonrei
n13c
I
PUBLIC SALE, SATURDAY, November 16, 10:00 a.m. at the J. D.
Wigan farm 1 mile west ot Taylor's
Store. Item to be sold are ELK/Therm heater, antiques, washstand,
dishes, housenold and kitchen furniture, h‘ing room suite, blonde coffee
and end tables, General Electric
cod/di-love, refrigerator, Ford tractor
and Lois, good rubber tired wagon,
a good horse for riding or eork,
addle feed bridle sad other items
n15c
too numerous to mention.

1-Float
6-Sob
11-2est
12-Ox of Celebes
it-Falsehood
i4-8-shaped
molding
15-Stupefy
16-Likely
11-Nuiesnc•
Is-Chicken
19-Snake
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AN' SLATS
'(00-HOC,' I MEAN
AS "PHONY
AS IT SOUNDS'IOU -WITH THE
Y SHE GOT TER
DISTINGUISHED
MEAN ME.'
BEARING;

THAT BABE OUTSIDE
MUST BE LOST ./

IT WAS SUGGESTED THAT THERE
WAS NO BETTER GUIDE TO THIS AREA
THAN 'IOU, DEAR MAN. AND SO I
SAID TO AAYSELF,
elecepONT GROGGiNS
IS FOR ME .1
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YERSELF, LADY??
WELL, IT'S ONE
ARGUMENT I CAN'T
RESIST. I'M YER
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LIL' ABNER
,-.A", HAD A
N ;GHT OUT,SI NCE
165, TWILIGHT
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THE 1 ALL 1.,,-REFOOZED.::
AH'LL WIVAM
GIT NO DOY,

HERE?!

YES,VO" WILL!!
TO'SADIE
HAWKINS
DAY RACE IS
NOVEMBER
16 th
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ANY ONMARRIED RESIDENT)
0'DOGPATCH IS ELIGIRLE!! i
AN'YO'BIN RE.SIDIr;' IN
DOGPATCH ON AIAA-1 0)0557;
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Raeburn Van Buren

NeARS!!'

PAC
THE LEDGER & TIMES
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MURRAY, RENTCCRT

9 FAMILY SHOPPING DAYS
"Baby B" Paknit'
2 piece sleepers
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NOVEMBER 13. 1963

NOVEMBER 111-23

PARS/A

for extra loveliness!

REG.
1.99

Cotton knit, elasticized growfeature waist, elasticized anklets,
plastic soled feet. Maize, blue,
pink, Morningstar blue (aqua).
Sizes 0, 1, 2, 3, 4. (In pastel
prints, regularly 2.19, 1.7.5).
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All-over print gowns anc pajama
.med reck, yoke and flounce; borde
th smocked yoke. Pastel to'ors. 4 t.
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SALE
Proportioned
Nylon Slips

Jumbo pucker-free
bath towels

HOSIERY
SALE

SPECIALLY PRICED FOR VALUE

2f 5.00

7

5c

Full fashioned
or seamless

REGULARLY 2.99 EACH

Attracfve mix and match stripes, solid toned
Thick, thirst/ terry. pucker-free borders that
stay smooth no matter ...nether you machine
or line-dry them! From nation's loading
mills! Be smart-get the set now!

Nylon tricot with pleated sheer nylon lined
bodice and flounce, outlined with nylon
lace. Average, 30-34 in white, black,
beige, red. Short, 30-36; Tall, 34-44,
both white only.

%PP-1AL!

PRICED FOR VALUE

SHOP

FAVORITE HOUSEHOLD WORD FOR
QUALITY, WORKMANSHIP,VALUE!

FRIDAYS
8:30 a.m.
to 8:00 p.m.

lit

vFr., II A WI 0

2-YR. REPLACEMENT GUARANTEE
SO MANY FAMOUS-MAKE FEATURES

SAVE "..:3;

HEAVY DUTY
COTTON TWILL

5.50

single control,
twin or double

SET

Shirt, Reg. 2.99;
Pants, Reg. 3.99

REGULARIN 14.99
SNAPS CONVENT CORNERS
TO FITTED STYLI

'Xo

WASH-WEAR
WORK SET

Elearic blanket

12.00

2 85

Unbeatable buy! Luxury blend of A.
. )% rayon, 20% cotton,
10% virgin Acrilan acrylic, with 6'' 100% nylon binding
guaranteed for the life of the blanket. Convertible corners
snap together, stay in place all night. Guarantee: -State
Pride- electric blanket free if any claims for defects of control
or shell. Smart colors! Dust.safe closet box included.

Tailored for us alone! Tested
on the job for long service,
good looks washing after
washing. Reinforced at points
of greatest strain. Tan or gray
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